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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a sequel to [ I 1. Using projections in the universal measure 
space of W. H. Graves [ 6 1, we study continuity and orthogonality properties 
of vector measures. 
To each strongly countably additive measure 4 on an algebra .d with 
range in a complete locally convex space we associate a projection P,, 
which may be thought of as the support of @ and as a projection-valued 
measure. Our main result is that, as measures, # and P, are mutually 
continuous. It follows that measures may be compared by comparing their 
projections. The projection P, induces a decomposition of vector measures 
which turns out to be Traynor’s general Lebesgue decomposition [8) relative 
to qs. 
Those measures $ for which algebraic d-continuity is equivalent to $- 
continuity are characterized in terms of projections, while $-continuity is 
shown to be equivalent to &order-continuity whenever -d is a u-algebra. 
Using projections associated with nonnegative measures, we approximate 
every 4 uniformly on the algebra ,d by vector measures which have control 
measures. 
Last, we interpret our results algebraically. Under the equivalence relation 
of mutual continuity, and with the order induced by continuity, the collection 
of strongly countably additive measures on .d which take values in complete 
spaces forms a complete Boolean algebra 1 rV, which is isomorphic to the 
Boolean algebra of projections in the universal measure space. The 
homomorphic image of the lattice of nonnegative measures on .d is a dense 
u-ideal in 4. 
Using the results in this paper, the author and W. H. Graves have 
investigated the range of a vector measure [ 3 1 and characterized the closed 
measures of Kluvanek (21. 
All definitions and notation are as in [ 11. In particular, .d is a fixed 
algebra of subsets of a nonempty set X and L(.d) is the universal measure 
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space, which is a commutative C*-algebra as well as a locally convex 
algebra in the (weaker) universal measure topology t. The complete Boolean 
algebra of projections (self-adjoint idempotents) in L(,rB) is denoted by .Y. 
2. THE PROJECTION Ip, 
In this section we construct the projection P,, derive its basic properties, 
and show that projections of the form P,, where p is in sca(zi’)+, play a 
special role. 
For 4 in sca(.cu”, IV) where W is complete locally convex, let 6 be the 
unique r-continuous linear map from t(J) to W such that &,) = d(4) for 
all A in .ry”. For P in .P, write 4(P) instead of J(P). Define a map d o P on 
d by (fi 0 P)(A) = W’x.,). S ince x is sea and multiplication separately r- 
continuous [ 1, Corollary 3.91, d 0 P is sea. Let 
The intimum exists since L-i” is a complete Boolean algebra 11, Corollary 
4.141. 
2.1. THEOREM. The measure 4 o P, = 4. 
Proof: Let J = (P E ~Pld 0 P = #}. Then J is closed under multiplication. 
Regarded as a net indexed by itself, J is a decreasing net in .P. By [ 1, 
Corollary 4.131 P, is the r-limit of the net J. Now the result follows from the 
separate r-continuity of multiplication. 
2.2. COROLLARY. The projection P, = 0 sff4 = 0. 
For Q in Y’, let Q3 = (R E .PIR <Q}. 
2.3. LEMMA. For Q in .Y. 
(1) p,<p 07” 0oQ=@ 
(2) P,Q=O lJ- #oQ=O. 
(3) P,Q=O iff 4(R) = 0 for all R in Q.Y. 
Proof: Statement (1) follows from 2.1 and the definition of P,, while (2) 
follows from (I) and the relation P, Q = 0 iff P, < I - Q. 
(3) If P,Q=O and R<Q, then P,R=O. By 2.1. 
4(R) = (4 o P,)(R) = 0. Conversely, if 4(R) = 0 for all R in Q P, then for 
each A in d, (4 o Q)(A) = @(Qx,) = 0. By (2). P,Q = 0. 
For each A in W*, define 1 o 4 on ~1)’ by (A o $)(A) =1(4(A)). Then A o $ 
is in sca(.d). 
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2.4. THEOREM. Theprojection P,=V(P,JAE W*t. 
Proof. Let Q = V (P,lO,/A E W*}. For each A in W*. (A o @) o P, = ,I o 0, 
so P .100 < P,. Then Q <P. On the other hand, suppose R is in (I - Q) P. or 
QR = 0. For each A in W*, P,,O, R = 0, so A@(R)) = (1 0 g)(R) = 0 by 2.1. 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem 4(R) = 0. By 2.3(3). P,(I- Q) = 0. or 
P, ,< Q. Therefore P, = Q. 
For p in sca(.:<+), the measure ,D o P is just P 0 ,U (as defined in [ 1 I). Then 
P, is the smallest projection P such that P 0 ,u = p. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let 1 and p be in sca(Cd)+ and P in b. Then 
(1) rfl<p, then P.,<P,. 
(2) IfP<P,, then P=P,., where v=Po,u. 
Proof: (1)Since A>O. (I-P,)oA>O by [I, Theorem4.1(2)1. 
Similarly (I - P,) o (,u - 1) >, 0. Then 0 < (I - P,) o A < (I - P,) o ,a = 
,u -P, 0 p = 0. So (I-P,) o A= 0. By 2.3(2), (I-P,) 4, = 0, or P., <P,, 
(2) Since P o 1’ = P o (P o ,a) = P o ,a = v, P, < P. Also (P - P,. P) o ,a = 
P 0 ,u - P, 0 v = v - v = 0, whence (P- P,.P) P, = 0 by 2.3(2). Then 
P = PP, = (P,.P) P, = P,, P. so P < P, . Thus P = P, . 
2.6. LEMMA. For euery nonzero projection P there is ,a in sca(Ld) + such 
that P, # 0 and P, ,< P. 
Proof. Since P # 0, P(A) # 0 for some 1 in sca(.d) +. Let ,U = P 0 A. Then 
llpII = IJPo AI) =P(A)#O by [ 1, Theorem 4.1(6)]. By 2.2, P, #O. Since 
P~p=Po(Po~)=P~~=/l,P,~P. 
2.7. THEOREM. The set. I = (P,lp E sca( v’)’ } is a dense u-ideal in the 
Boolean algebra 4. That is, 
( 1) For euery P # 0 in ? there is Q in. / such that Q # 0 and Q < P. 
(2) If Q < P and P is in 1 , then Q is in f . 
(3) If (Q,) is a sequence in. I -, then VQ, is in 1 . 
ProoJ Statement (1) is 2.6, while (2) is 2.5(2). For (3), let (Q,) be 
a sequence in <J’“. Say Q, = Pu,, with /,u,,/[ & 1 for each n. Let ,U = 
~y(~~~*~~ For each n, ,un < 2”~. so P,” < P, by 2.5(l). Then VQ, <P,. 
3 n is in -A,^. 
2.8. THEOREM. For each P in .i” the set (P, E .,$“I P, < P) forms an 
increasing net with r-limit P. 
Proof: Let K = (,u E sca(=d)+ IP, <P}. If A and ,D are in K, then 
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P o (A + ,u) = A + ,D, so k + ,D is in K. Then K is directed by <. By 2.5( 1 ), 
(P,) EK is an increasing net in .Y. An application of 2.6 shows that 
P = b(PUl,u E K). By [ 1, Corollary 4.131 P is the r-limit of the net (P,),,, . 
For E in ~& let ~dL- = (A E .cy” IA c E). Let A, be the ideal of all E in .ci/ 
for which @(,d,) = 0. Ordered by set inclusion, A, is a directed set and 
(x,)4,* is an increasing net in P. Let P,*. be its supremum and r-limit. The 
project& P, o was introduced by Graves m [ 6. Section 7 1. We compare P, 
and PAO. 
2.9. LEMMA. (1) For A in d, P,xA = 0 l#A is in A,. (2) P, <f-P,,. 
Proof. (1) By 2.3(2), P,x., = 0 iff 4 o x, = 0. The result follows. 
(2) For each A in d,, P,x, = 0 by (1). Since multiplication by P, is 
r-continuous, P, PJO = 0. Then P, < I - P, me 
2.10. THEOREM. If 4 is a a-algebra. then P, = I - PAu for all ,LI in 
ca(.d)+. 
Proof: By 2.9(2), P, <I - P,,. If the two projections are not equal, then 
by 2.6 there is A in ca(L@‘)’ such that P-, # 0 and P., <I - PJu - P,. Since 
P., < I - PAY and (I - PA,) ,yA = 0 for all A in A,, by 2.9( l), A, c A , , or 
1 <<,a. 
On the other hand, P, ,< I - P,, so P., P, = 0. If a = ;1 A ,u, then by 2.5(l), 
P,<P, and P,<P,, so P, = 0. By 2.2, 1 A ,D = 0. By [ 1, Lemma 4.4 1, 
1 I ,D. Then A = 0, which is impossible. Therefore P, = I - PAP. 
It is proved in [ 1, Corollary 4.81 that every projection is the r-limit of a 
net of characteristic functions. If .d is a u-algebra. then 2.8 and 2.10 cast 
some light on the approximation process. For P in P, 
P= lim P, 
LcEh 
= ?‘I& (I-P, LA ) 
Thus P is reached from x(&‘) by taking an iterated r-limit, in which the first 
net is decreasing and the second increasing. 
3. MUTUAL CONTINUITY OFQ AND ip, 
Let .r4 be an algebra. Let $ be in sca(&‘, IV) and t,u in sca(&‘, V), where 
W and V are complete locally convex. Say w is $-continuous if for every 
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neighborhood (of zero) M in V there is is a neighborhood N in W such that 
v(E) E M whenever $(M”) c N. Call v algebraically @-continuous. and write 
v < 4, if A, c A,. Say d and IJI are algebraical@ orthogonal, and write Q 1 q~. 
if @(,&,)= 0 and I,u(.~~-~-)= 0 for some E in Y’. Last, call Q and w 
topologicallv orthogonal if for every pair of neighborhoods N in W and M in 
V there is E in .v’ such that @(,c,‘;) E N and w(.v” mt) G M. Clearly 
continuity implies algebraic continuity and algebraic orthogonality implies 
topological orthogonality. 
We shall need special r-neighborhoods in L(M’). A subset U of L( M’) is 
almost solid if G E U whenever G and F are positive, G < F. and FE U. 
3.1. THEOREM. There is a neighborhood base for r on L(.d’) consisting 
of absolutely conuex almost solid sets. 
Proof: Immediate from [ 1, Theorem 2.5 ]. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let P be a projection in L(M). For every r-neighborhood U 
in L(d) there is A in ,pP such that P(I - xA), (Z - P) xa, and P - x4 are all 
in U. 
Proof. By [ 1, Corollary 4.81, there is a net k,4,) which r-converges to P. 
Then P(I-x4,)+P(Z-P)=O r, and (L-P) x,,,-(I-P)P=O r. The 
result follows. 
If P is in /, then. since multiplication by P is r-continuous, the map 
A -+ Px, is sea on “/‘. Therefore the projection P defines a measure. which 
we shall also call P. 
3.3. THEOREM. For P and Q in f. the following are equicalent: 
(1) Q<P. 
(2) Q is a P-continuous measure. 
(3) Q and I - P are topologically orthogonal measures. 
(4) Q(I - P) = 0. 
Proof: First note that if R is a projection and CT almost solid. then 
R.Y”, 2 U iff RxF E U. 
Statement (I) implies (2): Let U be an almost solid r-neighborhood. 
Then Qx, E U whenever Px, E U. 
Statement (2) implies (3): Let U be an almost solid r-neighborhood. 
Find an almost solid r-neighborhood VE U such that Qx, E U whenever 
Px4 E V. By 3.2 find E such that Px, E V and (I - P)(I- x,.) E V. Then 
Qx, E U and (I - P)(I - xE) E U. 
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Statement (3) implies (4): Let U be an absolutely convex almost solid r- 
neighborhood. Find E such that QxE E +U and (I - P)(Z - xF) E +U. Then 
Q(I- P) = Q(I - P) XE + QV - W -X,1 
~Qx,+(I-P)(Z-x,)E~U+tU=U. 
Therefore Q(1- P) = 0. 
Clearly (4) implies (1). 
Our main task in this section is to show that # and P, are mutually 
continuous measures. That 4 is P,-continuous is easy; the other way is 
harder. We shall prove a general theorem on shifting continuity from one 
sublattice of .? to another, show that P, is p-continuous for all ,u in sca(.d). 
and then apply 2.4 to conclude that P, is $-continuous. 
AsubsetY’ of.9isasublatticeifPAQ=PQandPVQ=P+Q-PQ 
are in Y’ whenever P and Q are in Y. For P in Y”, let PY = 
(Q E Y Q < P}. Since the map P + 4(P) is finitely additive on the Boolean 
algebra ?“, 4 can be thought of as a measure on every sublattice of .?. Say v 
is $-continuous on 9’ if for every neighborhood M in V there is a 
neighborhood N in W such that w(Q) E M whenever Q E 2’ and 
4(QY’) cr N. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let 9 be a sublattice of .B containing ,y(d). Then v/ is 
#-continuous on ip sff v/ is #-continuous on .P. 
Proof: Suppose that IJJ is &continuous on .Y. Let M be an 
absolutely convex neighborhood in V. Find an absolutely convex 
neighborhood N in W such that w(Q) E +M whenever Q E 2’ and 
4(QY) G N. Find an almost solid r-neighborhood CJ in L(.d’) such that 
$(U)G !M and i(U)& fN. Suppose that PE .f and #(P,/)c +N. By 3.2 
there is A E .d such that P-x, E U and (I - P) x,, E (1. If R E x, Y’, then 
R(I- P) <x4(1- P), so R - RP E U. Then $(R - RP) E fN. Also RP< P. 
so $(RP) E jN. Then q%(R) = @(R - RP) + @(RP) E fN + :N = N. Therefore 
#(xc/) c N. Then v/(x,) E @. But since P -x, E U, I,v(P -,y ,) E fM. So 
y(P) = u/(P - x4) + I&~) E fM + fM = M. This proves that y(P) E M 
whenever P E f and #(P 9’) c_ +N. Therefore IJ is #-continuous on 7’. 
Conversely, suppose v/ is $-continuous on .8. Let M be a neighborhood in 
V. Choose a closed neighborhood N in W such that v/(P) E M whenever 
P E 4 and $(P.,?) c N. Suppose that P E Y’ and q$PY) c N. Let Q E P Y”. 
By [ 1, Corollary 4.81, there is a net kA,) which r-converges to Q. Then 
Px4, + PQ = Q r. For each a, Pxa, E Pp, so @(PxA,) E N. Since #(Pxa,) -+ 
g(Q) and N is closed, d(Q) E N. Thus qd(PCP) G N. Hence v(P) E M. This 
proves that y(P) E M whenever P E Y’ and $(PY) s N. Therefore v is @- 
continuous on 2. 
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3.5. COROLLARY. If I// is q-continuous on one sublattice of Y \t,hich 
contains ,y(.w”), then v/ is o-continuous on all such sublattices. 
3.6. LEMMA. If ,u is in sca(.pti-), then P, is ,u-continuous (on pi/‘). 
ProoJ: We adapt a standard technique [ 7, Theorem 6.111 to show that 
P, is ~-continuous on .P. Suppose not. Then there is an almost solid r- 
neighborhood U such that for every n > 1 there is P, E 4 such that 
I,@)1 < l/2” for all R E P, -P but P, P,, 6? U. For each n, let Q,, = V,,,, P,. 
Then (Q,) is a decreasing sequence in Y+ and P,, < Q,, for all n. A routine 
calculation shows that, for each n, /p(S)l < l/2”-’ for all S E Q,, 9. 
Let Q = AQ,,. Then Q, -+ Q r. If T E Q P, then TQ,, + T r, whence 
,u(TQll)-*,u(T). Since TQ,E Q, / for each n,,u(T)=O. By 2.3(3). P,Q=O. 
Since P,Q, --t P,Q r and P&P,, <P, Q,, for all n, the sequence (P,P,,) is 
eventually in U. This contradiction proves that P, is p-continuous on b. By 
3.5. P, is ,kcontinuous on .d. 
3.7. LEMMA. The set I 7‘ = {P E 9 1 P is @continuous } is a complete ideal 
in .-P. 
Proof: Suppose that P is in Y and Q < P. By 3.3 and transitivity of 
continuity, Q is in .Y. 
If P and Q are in ,;Y, then, since the sum of &continuous measures is still 
&continuous, P V Q = P + Q - PQ is in .f. 
If P is the supremum of a family in ,Y, then there is an increasing net (P,) 
in .Y such that P= VP~. Then P, -+ P r. By [ 1, Theorem 3.81, P,xI + Pxl r 
uniformly for A in .sJ. Let U be an absolutely convex r-neighborhood. Find /I 
such that Px, - P,x4 E $U for all A in .d. Find a neighborhood N in IV 
such that P,xE E +lJ whenever $(Ldt-) s N. Then whenever @(.ci/,) C: N, 
Px, = (P,yE - P,xE) + P,xE E 417 + jU = U. Therefore P is in ;Y. 
3.8. THEOREM. Let 4 be in sca(&, W), where W is complete locally 
convex. Then @ is P,-continuous and P, is @-continuous. 
Proof. It follows from 2.1 that (6 is PO-continuous. Fix 1 in W*. By 3.6. 
P .,OO is 10 @continuous. Clearly J. 0 fi is #-continuous. By transitivity of 
continuity, P.,O, is d-continuous. Now by 2.4 and 3.7, P, is $-continuous. 
4. CONTINUITY AND ORTHOGONALITY 
In this section we give a number of consequences of 3.8. We begin by 
observing that two measures may be compared by comparing their pro- 
jections. 
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4.1. THEOREM. Let 4 be in sca(&‘, W) and I,U in sca(Ld, V), where V and 
W are complete locally convex. Then 
(1) w is #-continuous t@ P, < P,. 
(2) v and 4 are topologically orthogonal iff P,P, = 0. 
Proof (1) By 3.3, P, is P,-continuous iff P, < P,. Now use 3.8 and 
transitivity of continuity. 
(2) Again by 3.3, P, and P, are topologically orthogonal iff 
P,P, = 0. A straightforward argument using 3.8 yields the result. 
A Lebesgue decomposition theorem follows almost immediately from the 
comparison theorem 4.1. 
4.2. LEMMA. Ifp=@oQforQin /,thenP,=P,Q. 
Proof Since p 0 (P,Q) = p, by 2.3(l), P, < P, Q. On the other hand, 
WQ-~,Q)=P-P=% SO P,(Q - P,Q) = 0 by 2.3(2). Then 
P, Q = (P, Q) P, , so P, Q < P, . Therefore P, = P, Q. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let 4 be in sca(-d, W) and IJI in sca(&‘, V), where V and 
W are complete locally convex. Let 
W,=Vop 0 and WC = v o (I- p&J. 
Then va and VI, are in sca( Y’. V) and 
(1) W=I//o+v,. 
(2) va is o-continuous. 
(3) IJI~ and o are topological@ orthogonal. 
This decomposition is unique with respect to (l), (2), and (3). Moreover, v,, 
and vS are topologically orthogonal and y/-continuous. 
Proof Uniqueness is straightforward. (1) is clear. By 4.2, P,(, = P, P, 
and PUT = P,(Z - P,). Now the rest follows from 4.1. 
We thus obtain a very general, although not the most general, Lebesgue 
decomposition theorem. For the most general Lebesgue decomposition, see 
Traynor [8]. 
Next we show that the topological notions of @-continuity and @ 
orthogonality are equivalent to simpler ones iff the projections P, and 
I - P,@ are equal. We shall say that A, almost supports v/ if for every 
neighborhood M in V there is E in A, such that v(..M’~~~) c M. This notion 
of orthogonality lies midway between algebraic and topological 
orthogonality. 
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4.4. LEMMA. The ideal A, almost supports v iff P,(I - PA,) = 0. 
ProoJ Since multiplication is separately r-continuous. P,(I - PA,) is the 
r-limit of the net (Pe(l -x,)), EJm. The result follows by 3.8 and 3.1. 
4.5. THEOREM. For 4 in sca( d, W) with W complete locall> conL’e,v. the 
following are equivalent: 
(I) w is $-continuous whenever ty G 4 and li/ is in sca(.:/. V). 1’ 
complete locally conL!ex. 
(2) A, almost supports y whenever $ and w are topologicall~~ 
orthogonal and w is in sca(.ry’. V), V complete local!,. come.\-. 
(3) P,=I-P,“. 
Proof. Statement (1) implies (2): If Q and ly are topologically orthogonal, 
then by 4.1(2). P, P, = 0. Clearly P,(I - PA,) < @, whence P,(f - PA,) < P, 
by 4.1(l). Then P,(I - PAO) = 0. By 4.4, A, almost supports v, 
Statement (2) implies (3): Let Q = I - P,@ - P,. Then QP, = 0 so Q 
and 4 are topologically orthogonal by 4.1(2). By 4.4. Q(1 - PAO) = 0. Since 
Q<I-PIm. Q=O. 
Statement (3) implies (1): If v G 4. then I - P, < I - Pin = P,. By LI 
2.9(2) and 4.1( 1). (i/ is &continuous. 
As a corollary we have a familiar theorem of Pettis 14. Theorem 1.2.1 1. 
4.6. COROLLARY. If Y* is a u-algebra and ,u is in ca( ‘1/.) +. then ( 1) and 
(2) of 4.5 hold when @ is replaced by p. 
Proof: Immediate from 4.5 and 2.10. 
For Y’ a a-algebra. it is shown in 12 1 that (3). and hence (1) and (2). 
holds whenever 4 satisfies the countable chain condition, or. more generally. 
whenever d is closed and r/./A,, contains no disjoint family of real-valued 
measurable cardinal. 
We now take a look at another type of continuity which arises naturally in 
work with vector measures. Say that ty is $-order-continuous if ~(.di,,) + 0 
whenever (B,) is a decreasing net in .v’ and 4(-y’,,,) + 0. Then continuity 
implies order-continuity implies algebraic continuity, and no implication is 
reversible in general. 
4.7. LEMMA. Let ri/’ be a o-algebra. For P in 7’. 
I-P= V~AXB,I(KJ is a decreasing net in d and PxB, -+ 0 r }. 
Proof. Let R be the projection on the right. Let (B,) be a decreasing net 
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such that Pxs + 0 r. Since xe, + 
R<I-P. a 
Ax,, r, P(I\xe,) = 0. Then PR = 0, or 
For the reverse inequality, suppose that ,u is in ca(L@‘) ’ and P, < I - P. 
Now V-4,mU is a decreasing net in XZ’ and AxX- -I = r-limit xX- ( = P, 
by 2.10. Then Px,~~~ + PP, = 0 r, so P, <R. By 2.8, I - P < R. Therefore 
I-P=R. 
4.8. THEOREM. Let .d be a u-algebra. Let q3 be in ca(-d, W) and y in 
ca(&‘, V), V, W complete locai!v convex. Then v is $-continuous iff y is #- 
order-continuous. 
ProoJ Suppose that v is @-order-continuous. By 3.8, P, is PO-order- 
continuous. By 3.1 and4.7, I-P,<I-P,. Then P,<P,. By4.1(1), vis 
$-continuous. The converse is obvious. 
We end this section by translating 2.8 into an approximation theorem. We 
shall say that ,u in sca(.rJ)+ is a control measure for 4 if $ is p-continuous. If 
ri(* is a o-algebra and W a Banach space, then every @ in sca(.d, W) has a 
control measure by a well-known theorem of Bartle, Dunford, and Schwartz 
[4, Theorem 1.2.61. More generally, Drewnowski has shown (5. Theorem 
2.31 that if .Y- is a u-algebra and W locally convex, then 4 in ca(.-f’, W) has 
a control measure iff 4 satisfies the countable chain condition. 
4.9. THEOREM. Let w’ be an algebra and Q be in sca(.@., W). W 
complete locally convex. Then there is a net ($,),,,* in sca(.d. W) such that 
each 4, has a control measure and 4,,(A) -+ #(A) uniformly for A in .4. 
Proof As in 2.8 let K = (# E sca( ti’)’ 1 P, <P,}. (By 4.1. p is in K iff,u 
is $-continuous.) For each ,U in K, let q, = @ 0 P,. By 4.1 and 4.2, p,, is ,U 
continuous. By 2.8, (P,),,, is a net with r-limit P,. By [ I, Theorem 3.8 1, 
P,x4 + P,xA r uniformly for A in :J. Then @,(A) = &P,x,) + ~(PJ ,) = 
@(A) uniformly for A in v’. This completes the proof. 
5. THE BOOLEAN ALGEBRA OF MEASURES 
Here we realize .? as a Boolean algebra of equivalence classes of vector 
measures. The order and the lattice operations have natural interpretations in 
terms of continuity and orthogonality. To the best of our knowledge, this 
algebra has not been studied before. 
It is clear that the relation of mutual continuity partitions the collection of 
all sea measures on a fixed algebra .cr’ which take values in complete locally 
convex spaces into a set 8 of equivalence classes. With the order induced 
by continuity. i.e., u/ < Tiff I,V is @continuous,, 4 is a partially ordered set. It 
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is a consequence of our results that d is a complete Boolean algebra 
isomorphic to Y. 
5.1. THEOREM. The map P+p is an order-preserving bijection of 7.” 
onto 8. With the operations inherited from 9. R is a complete Boolean 
algebra, and the map P + P is a complete isomorphism. Moreover. 
( 1) iji < F if v is o-continuous. 
(2) WA F= 0 iff w and 4 are topologically orthogonal. 
(3) F= V {ii,tt E sca(.r/-)+ and ,a is o-continuous). 
(4) The unit of, R is 2. Myhere x is the unicersal measure. 
(5) rf v = v. + ws is the Lebesgue decomposition of v/ relative to Q 
given in 4.3, then 
l&=lpAF and lp, = u/ A p’. 
Proof. If Q < P, then Q < p by 3.3. If Q = p, then again by 3.3, Q = P. 
Given $ in ~7, F0 = & by 3.8. Since .Y is a complete Boolean algebra [ 1, 
Corollary 4.141. so is Y, and the map P + p is a complete isomorphism. 
Now (1) is true by definition. Since tji A $= 0 iff P,P, = 0, (2) follows 
from 4.1(2). Statement (3) is immediate from 2.8 and 4.1( 1). Statement (4) 
is true since P, = 1, the unit of Y’. 
By 4.2. @i, = P, P, = tj A Fand iji, = P,(I - PO) = W A p. This proves (5). 
We show that the lattice operations on 4 are compatible with those 
already existing on the lattice sca( d)+ of nonnegative measures. Recall that 
for A and p in sca(.r/)+- 
Av‘u=~~A+p++A-p~I 
and 
AAp=j[A+,u-IA-,uI]. 
5.2. THEOREM. If .v’ is a o-algebra and 1 and ,tt are in ca(.Y’)+, then 
Avpu=Xvp and AAp=hA,i 
(where x is the equivalence class of 1 in 4). 
Proof It suffices to show that 
P .iv,u = p, v p, and P I A” = p.1 A p,. 
Since A <A V ~1, by 2.5(l), P, <P.\,,. Similarly P, < P.,v,. Thus 
R = P, V P, < P.tvu . On the other hand, by 4.1(l), A and p, and hence 
A - p, are R-continuous. Since )A - ,u 1 is (A - ,u)-continuous. IA -P) is R- 
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continuous. Then so is 1 V p. By 4.1(l). P.Ivu < R. Therefore 
P .IVU = p., v p, ’ 
Again by 2.5(l), P,,,, < P, and P.,,, < P,. Then P.,,,,, < P, P,. Let 
Q = PIP, - PA,,. We show Q=O. Let a=Qo1 and ,8=Qo,u. Then 
a/\P<a<l and aAP<j?<p, so aA/3<AA,a. By 2.5(l), PnAO<PLhu. 
But P n,,o< P,P, and by 4.2, P, = P.llQ = Q and P,= P,Q= Q. So 
P n,,,a < Q. Since QP.,,, = 0, P,,, = 0. Then a A /I = 0. By [ 1, Lemma 4.4 1 
(which requires .Y’ to be a o-algebra). u I /I. By 4.1(2), Q = P, P, = 0. This 
completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.2 remains true if .Y. is only an algebra. We sketch the proof. 
Let C be the u-algebra generated by Y.. Given ,U in sca( U)‘. let ,u,, denote 
its unique ca extension to Z. Then the map p A,D,, is a lattice isomorphism 
of sca(.rj)+ onto ca(Z)+. By [ 1. Theorem 3.15 I. the inclusion of x( rd’) in 
x(C) extends to an isometric *-isomorphism of the C*-algebra L(.Y.) onto 
L(C). It can be shown that the image of P, in L(C) is P,%,,. Now 5.2 applied 
to C shows that 5.2 holds for Y’. 
For rti- an algebra, let J’ = (,EE 41,~ E sca( cf.)+ }. Let i be the inclusion 
map of Y into 4. 
5.3. COROLLARY. The map ,a + fi is a lattice homomorphism of sca(.Y’) ’ 
onto I/. which is a dense o-ideal in 4’. 
Proof. Immediate from 5.2 and 2.7. 
Finally, the Boolean algebra d of equivalence classes of vector measures 
is. in a natural sense, the completion of the lattice I( of equivalence classes 
of nonnegative measures. 
5.4. THEOREM. The pair ( 4, i) is the Boolean algebra completion of the 
lattice Y, i.e., the pair ( Y, i) satisfies the following conditions: 
( 1) 4’ is a complete Boolean algebra. 
(2) i is a complete lattice isomorphism of 2’ into, fl. 
(3) If j is any complete lattice homomorphism of Y into a complete 
Boolean algebra 9 such that l,= busy jw), then there is a unique 
Boolean algebra homomorphism h of .H into .a such that h 0 i = j. 
Proof: Statement (1) is 5.1. Statement (2) is true because Y’ is an ideal 
in M. A long but standard lattice-theoretic argument proves (3). 
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